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Abstract: On numerous occasions, we often have very little information or must make a decision
considering qualitative aspects that are difficult to evaluate. This study focuses on obtaining objective
criteria to assist in decision-making in the design phase of pressurized water pipes in collective
irrigation networks. In the layout of these networks, various types of paths and roads for laying pipes
can be encountered, and it is not always a simple task to obtain the least costly layout or the one with
the fewest issues during construction. In order to obtain objective results, different layout alternatives
are evaluated using the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) Multicriteria Analysis Methodology and
the Dijkstra algorithm to obtain optimal solutions. This is applied to twelve case studies where
the types of available layout paths are identified as alternatives, and four criteria are established
for their evaluation. Recognized experts in irrigation modernization conduct the evaluation to
derive weighting coefficients for selecting the optimal layout. The coefficients or resistances obtained
weigh the lengths of the pipes, allowing the selection of the most suitable alternative based on the
defined criteria. The results are compared with a network designed by an expert using classical
methodologies, revealing cost improvements in the design phase and a reduction in conflict points,
thus leading to faster execution of the works.

Keywords: irrigation network; AHP; GIS; Dijkstra; resistance

1. Introduction

Water management is one of the most critical topics in public and private policies at
local, national, and international levels. In this context, studies focusing on the implementa-
tion of new technologies in irrigation management are crucial for sustainable water policies
and infrastructure [1]. In recent decades, there has been an increasing need to rationalize
water resources in the agricultural sector, given the growing scarcity and the associated
higher cost of exploitation. Improving technical efficiency, as suggested by works such
as those of [2–4], benefits sectors like agriculture and industry and reduces associated
political and social stress. The current trend in irrigation modernization involves replacing
traditional gravity irrigation systems, such as ditches, with pressurized pipe networks that
transport water from the collection network (wells, channels, rivers, reservoirs, etc.). This
is achieved through a distribution network that extends to consumption nodes or hydrants,
from which individual intakes lead to the base of each plot [5,6]. This ensures the possibility
of establishing pressurized irrigation. This trend is inseparable from the use of Informa-
tion and Communication Technologies (ICT) in both design and operation phases [7–9]
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to achieve high water use efficiency, increase network and crop profitability [10,11], and
align with Sustainable Development Goal 6, “Clean Water and Sanitation”, of the 2030
Agenda [12].

For proper irrigation facility design, methodologies ensuring high water and energy
efficiency at minimal installation and operating costs are essential [13]. Networks must be
designed to meet minimum technical requirements such as functionality, service capacity,
and durability [14]. These predominantly branched networks are sized using technical
and financial optimization techniques, aiming to minimize a function encompassing fixed
installation and operating costs [15] or only operating costs [16]. Some projects focus solely
on speed criteria for sizing [17]. However, the preliminary phase of terrain recognition,
network layout, and hydrant placement is often carried out without technical criteria or
knowledge of the irrigable area [18]. Pressurized irrigation pipes tend to be laid along rural
roads, dirt or asphalt, crossing roads or other types of paths, without exploring alternatives
that could lead to a more economical and/or straightforward layout [19] and reducing
execution-related problems such as permission acquisition or soil geotechnics. While it
may seem logical to minimize pipe length for a lower-cost network [20], the layout must
also consider various impediments, such as environmental impacts, permission difficulties,
soil types, etc. [21].

Sometimes, we have limited information or must make decisions based on qualitative
aspects that are challenging to assess. Having objective technical criteria for pressurized
irrigation pipe layouts is crucial for designing efficient, cost-effective networks that reduce
the impact during execution and operation. Therefore, this study uses the Analytic Hierar-
chy Process (AHP) to establish a methodology for selecting optimal pressurized water pipe
layouts in collective irrigation networks based on objective criteria.

In summary, AHP is a method that selects alternatives based on a set of criteria,
typically hierarchized, which may conflict. In this hierarchical structure, the ultimate goal
is at the highest level, with criteria and sub-criteria at lower levels. To be effective, it is
crucial to carefully choose well-defined, relevant, and mutually exclusive criteria.

The main purpose of this research is to establish a methodology for objective criteria
in choosing pressurized water pipe layouts in collective irrigation networks. This method-
ology, based on AHP, will assign resistance values to each type of layout path, weighting
pipe lengths and favoring layouts with lower resistance values. Resistance is understood
as the multiplying or increasing coefficient affecting each layout alternative, which, after
AHP evaluation by experts, modifies its length. Therefore, the one with lower resistance is
a better solution. To validate the methodology, it is applied to twelve case studies, serving
as explanatory examples and enabling decisions on which layouts offer less resistance to
pipe installation based on objective criteria.

2. Materials and Methods

The methodology analyzes possible solutions to the pipe layout problem using a
Multicriteria Analysis Theory, obtaining resistances processed through raster images in a
Geographic Information System (GIS). The Dijkstra algorithm, applied in a GIS (QGIS 3.X),
identifies the layout with the least resistance for each considered segment. This method,
used as a basis for layout in other studies [22,23], is implemented in Python on QGIS to
calculate the least resistant layouts for irrigation pipes. QGIS 3.X, a software used for
designing [24] and modeling these networks, supports this task through plugins [25,26].

2.1. Case Studies

The proposed methodology is validated using twelve case studies located in different
municipalities in the Valencian Community, Spain, all of them devoted to citrus cultivation.
These studies cover irrigable areas ranging from 119.08 ha to 180.83 ha. To extrapolate the
results to similar irrigation zones, selected areas must meet criteria such as current crop
cultivation and plot sizes between 0.25 ha and 1.25 ha per plot. Since the study aims to
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characterize only irrigable areas, the methodology can be extrapolated to all those with
similar characteristics in other geographic regions.

The initial data taken for the twelve case studies regarding their surface characteristics,
number of plots, type of collection, crop, demanded flow rates, and installation cost is
shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Characteristic data of the irrigation areas studies.

Case Area (ha) No. of Plots Qu (L/s·ha−1) Culture Type Cost (€/ha)

Enguera_1 119.52 253 4.0 Citrus Tank + Pump 5482.86
Enguera_2 126.58 270 4.0 Citrus Tank 4606.92

Llíria_1 119.76 149 4.0 Citrus Tank + Pump 4108.69
Llíria_2 180.83 261 4.0 Citrus Tank + Pump 6084.81

Palmeral_1 116.80 227 4.0 Citrus Tank 5855.84
Palmeral_2 148.76 148 4.0 Citrus Tank 4973.24
Picassent_1 120.61 153 4.0 Citrus Tank + Pump 5715.03
Picassent_2 131.33 172 4.0 Citrus Tank + Pump 5529.16
Picassent_3 120.32 252 4.0 Citrus Tank + Pump 6775.83
Picassent_4 120.02 163 4.0 Citrus Tank + Pump 5772.43

Sellent_1 119.08 256 4.0 Citrus Tank 5834.38
Sellent_2 140.70 169 4.0 Citrus Tank 4651.28

The following Figure 1 shows the location of the irrigable surfaces mentioned in the
previous table. All of them belong to the province of Valencia, Spain.
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Figure 1. Location of the irrigated areas studied.

2.2. Objective and Problem Statement

The main objective of this study is to obtain the resistances to the layout offered by
each typology of road or candidate path for laying pipes. Therefore, obtaining reliable
results from this part of the process will improve the final installation results both from a
technical and economic perspective.
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The problem involves decision-making based on a selection of alternatives according
to a series of criteria or variables. In this case, decision-making will not be carried out solely
based on economic criteria, as is often the case [27], but with the involvement of various
criteria such as impacts, types of terrains, issues in obtaining permissions, etc. Hence, it is
decided to use methodologies from the Multicriteria Decision Theory. In these methods,
decisions are not made based on a single criterion; instead, a balance or compromise is
sought among a usually conflicting set of criteria or goals associated with the objectives [28].

Therefore, decision-making will be undertaken using the Analytic Hierarchy Process
(AHP) method proposed by Th. Saaty in 1980 [29]. This method is based on the hierarchical
decomposition of the problem into its goal, decision criteria, and alternatives.

In the use of this method, the role of decision-makers is crucial. They must be profes-
sionals with recognized experience in the field of application and will be responsible for
the final decision-making [30].

2.3. AHP Methodology

AHP methodology aids decision-making and is widely used in the business world.
It allows for establishing a priority list for a set of possible alternatives through pairwise
comparisons between elements with a scale designed specifically for the method. The
numerical scale was established by Saaty for the use of the method [29] (Table 2).

Table 2. Fundamental scale of pairwise comparisons [29].

Numerical Scale Verbal Scale Explanation

1 Equally preferred Two activities contribute equally to the property or criterion
3 Moderately preferred Experience and judgment slightly favor one over another
5 Strongly preferred Experience and judgment strongly favor one over another
7 Very strongly preferred An activity is strongly favored and its dominance is demonstrated in practice
9 Extremely preferred The importance of one over another is affirmed on the highest possible scale

By comparing the alternatives pairwise for each criterion and using the scale from the pre-
vious table, square decision matrices are obtained that must satisfy the properties of reciprocity
(if aij = x, then aji = 1/x), homogeneity (if i and j are equally important, aij = aji = 1, and also
aii = 1 for all i), and consistency (the matrix must not contain contradictions in the valuation).
The dimensions of the decision matrix depend on the number of criteria and alternatives
selected, always being square as both criteria and alternatives are compared pairwise. The
eigenvector vai of the proposed matrix indicates the importance or weighting of each alternative
for each criterion.

The methodology allows evaluation of the inconsistency of expert decisions through
the consistency ratio (CR). The ability to measure the consistency of results is one of the
strengths of the method, as it ensures that the information entered into the model is correct.
The calculation is carried out as follows:

CI =
λmax − n

n − 1

where
• CI: consistency index;
• n: dimension of the comparison matrix;
• λmax: dominant eigenvalue.

RI =
1.98·(n − 2)

n
where
• RI: random index;
• n: dimension of the comparison matrix.
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CR =
CI
RI

Generally, the following values can be taken depending on the range of the matrix
(Table 3).

Table 3. Consistency ratio of paired comparison matrices [29].

Matrix Range Consistency Ratio

3 <5%
4 <9%

5 or higher <10%

In case these values are not met, the obtained judgments must be reviewed, or the
matrix must be discarded.

Regarding the criteria to be used, a high number of them can, in some cases, be quite
complex. Miller sets this limit at seven, which is called the ‘magic number’, as higher sets
are difficult to handle [31]. In this case, four criteria have been selected, an appropriate
number that encompasses the entirety of the issues to be addressed.

This method is empirically validated in various applications, practically in almost
all knowledge sectors such as economics and transportation [32–34], resource localiza-
tion [35–37], healthcare [38,39], marketing [40], agriculture [41,42], project management [43],
and hydrology [44].

In this case, the method will be used to determine the best layout for each segment of
the irrigation network. Various studies exist where the method is utilized to find solutions
for the least costly routes for transportation and movement [45] and where combined
methods with GIS are applied for pipeline layout [46].

Alternatives
At this point, the possible layout alternatives that can be found in the design of

pressurized irrigation networks are established. Identifying these alternatives for each
specific case study is important because the uniqueness of each area will lead to different
results for each alternative. In this case, those considered primary and prioritized are
established. Not all of them are present in the case studies, so for their evaluation, only the
ones detected in the cases are used. Shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Classification and coding of layout alternatives.

Type of Element Id Identified in Case Study

State highways, expressways, and fast roads 100 No
National road network 200 No
Regional road network 300 Yes
Local road network 400 Yes
Main rural roads 500 Yes
Paved secondary rural roads 601 Yes
Unpaved secondary rural roads 602 Yes
Paved terminal rural roads 701 Yes
Unpaved terminal rural roads 702 Yes
Boundaries of cadastral entities 800 Yes
Natural watercourse channels 900 Yes
Non-natural watercourse channels (canals or ditches) 1000 No
Railway lines 1100 No
Roads with special protection (environmental or cultural) 1200 Yes

Criteria
Once those geographical elements that can be used as pathways for the layout of

pressurized irrigation pipelines are defined, it is time to determine the importance or
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weight of each of them. Given their characteristics, not all alternatives can be used under
the same conditions, because each of them has its particularities, making the layout more
difficult or easier depending on the criteria considered.

The relevance of each layout option will be defined by the pairwise comparison of all
participating criteria in the study, as well as the comparison of the different alternatives
among themselves. For this case study, the following criteria have been defined.

Criterion A: Type of roadway
This criterion aims to determine the negative impact that the temporary occupation

or cutting of the roadway will have on the installation of pipelines. The complexity of
carrying out work on different types of roads, such as highways, main roads, paths, etc.,
varies significantly depending on various factors. These factors are related to the difficulty
of access to the roads and the possible impacts that may arise during the execution of the
works. Roads with high traffic intensity, such as highways or main roads, can generate
more problems of impact and access than roads with lower traffic, such as a rural path.

Criterion B: Type of pavement
The type of pavement and composition of the road or pathway to be laid out affects

the costs of demolition and replacement of the road, as well as the total execution time of
the work [18]. In terms of optimizing the layout, it is advisable to avoid those that involve
higher costs, both for trenching and replacement, and longer execution times.

Simplifying all types of pavements [47] found in the case studies, they can be included
in the following three main groups shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Subcriteria of Criterion B.

B1 B2 B3

No pavement Concrete pavement Bituminous mix

In this case, experts must assess both the demolition task of the existing pavement, if
any, and the replacement based on the type of roadway along which the pipeline is traced.

Criterion C: Permission obtaining
Obtaining permits and licenses is a relevant issue when carrying out any type of

construction. There are studies stating that it is one of the main causes of construction
delays [48,49]. This criterion aims to consider the problems and delays in execution
that obtaining a construction permit can trigger, depending on the relevant authority.
General aspects of the permit application are considered. Experts must consider the
following aspects:

• Number of permissions to be requested;
• Functioning of the issuing authority;
• Ease of obtaining the permission;
• Number of documents per permission;
• Resolution time.

Criterion D: Accessibility to the roadway
Although there are many definitions for the concept of spatial accessibility, here we

refer to it as the ‘ease with which a service can be reached from a location’ [50]. We will
measure this ease as the speed at which the network manager or technician can access
the tracing element in question using mobile vehicles. This implies that for each layout
alternative, objective criteria must be established for later pairwise comparison. In case
the element cannot be traversed, the speed of the roadway will be determined as 0 km/h.
To allow experts to provide their assessments, the following maximum speed values are
established in Table 6 for each of the roadways detected in the case studies.
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Table 6. Accessibility coefficients for each type of element [51].

Code 300 400 500 601 602 701 702 800 900 1200

km/h 90 80 50 30 30 30 30 4 0 30

Expert panel
Finally, once the criteria and alternatives were obtained, categorized, and analyzed,

the selection of experts took place. This phase is a critical step in the application of the
methodology. The selection of the right experts ensures the quality and reliability of the
results [52]. The criteria considered for their selection were as follows:

• Solid knowledge directly related to the modernization of irrigation;
• Practical experience in the design phase of such projects;
• Impartiality and without personal interest in decision-making;
• Familiarity with the methodology to be applied.

Five interviews were conducted with technical specialists with extensive and recog-
nized experience in the design, execution, and maintenance of irrigation and irrigation
modernization projects. The profiles of the five experts were men and women between
30 and 60 years old with degrees in Agricultural Technical Engineering, Agricultural
Engineering, and Ph.D., professionals with project management capabilities.

Hierarchical Structure
The hierarchical structure applied to the problem in question is shown in Figure 2. The

highest level locates the decision problem, i.e., the objective. Elements affecting the decision
are represented at lower levels so that criteria occupy the intermediate level. Finally, at the
lowest level, decision options or alternatives are represented. Consensus among all parties
involved is required for construction.
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Example of Matrices.
The methodology established for value determination by the experts is as follows.

Each expert was provided with a criteria and alternatives matrix for assessment using the
Saaty proposed scale. An example matrix (Table 7) is attached.

Table 7. Criteria matrix. Example.

A B C D Normalized Matrix Eigenvector

A 1 1/5 1/5 3 0.09 0.08 0.08 0.21 0.12
B 5 1 1 5 0.44 0.42 0.42 0.36 0.41
C 5 1 1 5 0.44 0.42 0.42 0.36 0.41
D 1/3 1/5 1/5 1 0.03 0.08 0.08 0.07 0.07

Sum 11.33 2.40 2.40 14.00
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After each expert’s assessment, the following sequence of checks must be carried out:

1. Limitation of CR value: For criteria matrices (rank 3), a CR value limit below 5.0% has
been established, as shown in Table 3. In the case of alternatives matrices (rank 9), the
CR limit value is 10.0%.

2. Obtaining eigenvectors: Once it is verified that the established CR values are met,
the weights of each expert for each criterion are calculated based on Saaty’s Analytic
Hierarchy Process method.

3. Obtaining consensus values: Since this technique cannot issue multiple assessments,
it is essential to prepare a matrix of consensus values. In this case, having opinions
from five experts, according to each expert’s criterion, all these judgments must be
synthesized into one. For this purpose, the study by [53] can be used, demonstrating
that the geometric mean complies with the reciprocal property. In contrast, if the
arithmetic mean is used, this property does not hold.

4. Final results: The results below (Table 8) used consistency values of 0.05 for criteria
and 0.10 for alternatives as references.

Table 8. CR values for the expert panel.

Expert Criteria Alternatives
Accepted?

A B C D

1 3.48% 4.38% 8.60% 8.47% 7.22% Yes
2 0.87% 5.09% 7.54% 7.18% 7.26% Yes
3 1.80% 5.19% 9.14% 8.10% 6.11% Yes
4 10.80% 8.52% 10.39% 10.06% 7.06% No
5 0.78% 4.99% 7.78% 5.44% 7.61% Yes

Therefore, only the assessments of experts 1, 2, 3, and 5 will be considered since expert
4 obtained values of unacceptable inconsistency. After these checks, it is possible to obtain
eigenvectors and resistance values that will be part of the irrigation pipes tracing process.

2.4. Use of GIS. Methodology Applied to Graphs

In this study, a combination of finding paths with minimal resistance and the use of
Geographic Information Systems will be employed. This methodology is based on graph
theory concepts, allowing the search for an optimal path to be solved as a graph search
problem [54]. The algorithm obtains a path of minimum resistance from one vertex to each
of the vertices composing the graph.

The strategy of the Dijkstra algorithm [55] consists of growing a tree, starting from
a previously established origin node, by adding, in each iteration, a border edge whose
vertex not belonging to the tree is as close as possible to the initial one.

The Dijkstra algorithm uses a strategy called “minimum cost search” to gradually
determine the shortest path from the origin node to all other nodes. It starts by assigning
an initial infinite cost to all nodes except the origin node, to which an initial cost of zero
is assigned. Then, the node with the lowest cost is chosen, and all its adjacent edges are
examined. If the total cost of reaching a neighbor node through the current node is lower
than the currently assigned cost to that node, the cost is updated. This process is repeated
until all nodes in the graph have been examined [56]. The following Figure 3 shows a series
of algorithm iterations to find the path with the least resistance.

The resistance values obtained act as tracing resistances in the arcs that form each of
the nodes. In this case, the nodes correspond to points already defined in the network, such
as the collection point, multi-user hydrants (elements that provide service to a group of
plots with flow and pressure measurement and/or regulation), and the final water outlet in
each plot. Given the magnitude of data represented by the irrigation surfaces of the study
cases or any network of this kind to be analyzed, it is essential to have computer tools that
automate these processes. The goal is to achieve a tracing base that allows movement in
any direction without isolated areas that lead to longer traces.
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At a second methodological level, and for the graphical representation of resistances
and to create the map, it was decided to use raster objects instead of vector objects. A raster
is nothing more than an image where each of its pixels takes a different value based on its
characteristics. In this case, the value of each pixel is derived from the resistance to the
trace defined for that type of route. In this case, their use improves the traces and their
logic, as it creates a network of points without gaps where the program can advance in
any direction. In contrast, with vector objects, vertices are required, which are not always
connected, leading to fewer logical traces. In the following image (Figure 4), it can be
noticed how tracing with raster objects improves trace length and has a greater logic than
with vector objects.
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As observed, vector tracing is unable to cross the path since the vertices are discon-
nected, thus resulting in greater length. On the other hand, the raster object, without gaps,
can follow the path of least resistance and offers better and more coherent results, so it was
decided to use raster objects with the QGIS 3.X software.

Another value to be decided is the pixel size to use. In this work, three pixel sizes were
tested, namely 2.0 m, 1.0 m, and 0.5 m. The pixel size influences both the execution time of
the traces and their zig-zag effect. It was found that with a smaller pixel size (0.5 m side
length), the trace generates more vertices, creating a zig-zag effect that is not representative
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of reality (Figure 5). On the other hand, larger pixel sizes, such as 2.0 m side length, result
in almost no vertices, sometimes generating traces outside the paths or boundaries as their
values need to be extrapolated.
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Figure 5. Layout with different pixel sizes.

In the above figure, it is observed that tracing with pixel sizes of 1.0 m and 0.5 m is
similar, following the course of the path and providing a representation of reality. The blue
trace generates fewer vertices, thus reducing execution times for very similar results. A
pixel size of 2.0 m is too large for this experiment, as it generates unrealistic traces with
long straight sections not representing the actual trace of the pipes.

In the following graph (Figure 6), the average number of vertices generated per 100 m
of tracing and its evolution based on the pixel size can be seen.
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On the other hand, the pixel size also influences the software execution time and the
automatic tracing of pipes. With a smaller pixel size, execution times increase because the
number of tracing possibilities between each pixel increases exponentially, as summarized
in the following Figure 7.
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Therefore, given the problem of representing reality that comes with a high pixel size,
such as 2.0 m × 2.0 m, and the long execution times associated with a small pixel size, it is
considered appropriate to use a medium pixel size, such as 1.0 m × 1.0 m (Figure 8).
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Larger values create too many gaps, with the subsequent zig-zag pattern in the layout,
while smaller values result in very heavy files that slow down the process without leading
to better solutions.

Now, with the rasterized object, each pixel centroid acts as a node, which implies a large
number of arcs through which the layout of pipes can pass. These nodes provide greater
precision in the layout and prevent long layouts from nodes without adjacent elements.

With defined resistance values implemented on a raster object, it is now time to obtain
the layout of each candidate intake between the defined water outlet and the candidate
hydrants. This process is automated using the Model Builder tool of QGIS 3.X.

This tool allows, through a graphical interface, the assignment of different chained cal-
culations where input data are introduced, and a final result is obtained with measurements
and execution costs.
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3. Results
3.1. Resistance Values

After applying the methodology proposed by Saaty, the eigenvectors are obtained first
for each alternative (Table 9), and then the results relative to the lowest obtained value are
converted, this being a value of 1.0 (Table 10).

Table 9. Final eigenvector.

Code 300 400 500 601 602 701 702 800 900 1200

Value 0.26 0.16 0.10 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.03 0.08 0.16 0.05

Table 10. Resistance values for each type of road.

Code 300 400 500 601 602 701 702 800 900 1200

Value 8.67 5.33 3.33 2.00 1.33 1.67 1.00 2.67 5.33 1.67

Therefore, the resistance indices to be used are transformed into values greater than
1 so that they become magnifying coefficients while maintaining the same relationship
between them.

In the obtained values, it is observed that secondary and terminal rural roads, both
paved and unpaved (601, 602, 701, and 702), have the lowest resistances and, therefore, the
highest number of pipes will be laid. This is because obtaining work permissions on these
types of roads is quick and easy, and the types of terrain encountered are not complex for
pipe execution.

Primary rural roads (500) obtain slightly higher values than secondary roads because
these roads have significant traffic in municipalities and connect strategic areas, sometimes
making it difficult to close them for construction works.

Regarding regional and local roads (300 and 400), the obtained values are much higher,
mainly because obtaining occupancy permissions for this type of road is complex. In
addition, installing pipes on these roads requires special works such as horizontal drilling
and greater safety and protection measures, ultimately increasing the cost of the work.

Plot boundaries (800) obtain a medium resistance value for laying. These areas are
sometimes complex because executing the work requires occupying plots of private owners
who are not always in agreement. On the other hand, regarding areas to be excavated, they
are usually softer and easier to execute since they are cultivated lands.

The layout of non-natural watercourse channels (900) is a laborious process, as reflected
in the result of their resistance. Crossing channels or ditches with an active water flow is
complex because works on them involve cutting off the water supply, which is not always
viable. Additionally, they require high-cost replacement works and are difficult to execute.

Finally, routes with special environmental or cultural protection receive low resistance
for this type of work. The permissions to be obtained are for temporary occupancy since
the pipes will be completely buried. Therefore, according to the results, it is a feasible
option for laying pipes.

3.2. Cost Savings

After evaluating the costs of the irrigation network and comparing them with the
results of the external design, a reduction in the total cost is obtained in all cases. This
saving ranges from 1.8% in the Enguera_2 case to 14.8% in the Picassent_3 case. The
average saving for the twelve case studies is 6.4%. This magnitude of saving can, at times,
make a significant difference in whether the property decides to proceed with the project.
The following Figure 9 graphically shows the savings produced by the application of the
methodology in each case study.
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Figure 9. Saving (%) after the application of the methodology.

Through the application of the AHP methodology, the resistance of the roads and
paths in irrigable areas was evaluated to obtain the resistance of each of them. The average
resistance of the twelve case studies has been obtained, with some cases having values
close to 1.50 up to values exceeding 3.00.

Graphically, the average resistance can be seen in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Average resistance.

3.3. Graphic Result

The main result of the study is a global optimizated layout of the network in which
everything is developed in a graphic and intuitive environment. The process of laying
pipes is obtained in shp format, from which both plans for graphic composition and mea-
surements of each type of material used can be achieved. The following image (Figure 11)
shows the result of the Picassent_3 case study.
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3.4. Prediction of Saving Based on Resistance

On the other hand, the possible interaction between the average resistance of irrigable
areas and the obtained improvement factor is studied. The following regression is obtained.

The results of Figure 12 show three differentiated groups. Cases with lower improve-
ment correspond to irrigable surfaces with low resistance. In these cases, unpaved roads,
secondary roads, and terminals predominate. The obtained resistances fall within the range
between 1.65 and 1.87.
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Secondly, saving percentages of 9.0 to 10% are observed, with an average resistance
between 2.01 and 2.42. In these cases, in addition to unpaved rural roads, there are some
paved roads and sections with road crossings.

Finally, those cases where the savings are less than 12.0% correspond to average
resistances exceeding 3.0. In these cases, paved roads and areas with roads predominate.

The regression that best fits is linear, obtaining an R2 value of 0.88, and the following
regression equation:

% Saving = 10.601 − 8.3272·Rp

where

• Rp: Average resistance of the irrigable area.

This implies that, knowing the average resistance of an irrigable surface, an approx-
imation of the expected savings in the application of the method can be obtained. This
factor can be useful to assess whether the method should be applied or, on the contrary,
whether the savings are not significant and its application is not justified.

4. Conclusions

The automation of laying intakes to plots using the Dijkstra algorithm, based on a
raster image generated from different resistances obtained from the AHP Multicriteria
Analysis Method, allows for obtaining layouts with the least resistance for each section.

The use of the AHP multicriteria decision-making method adapted to the case study is
useful for its application to the design of pressure irrigation networks. It prioritizes layouts
in simpler areas, such as rural roads with or without pavement, leaving crossing channels,
intersections, or parallels on roads or environmentally protected areas as the last options.
This means that considering different criteria not only reduces installation costs but also
the impacts and issues that may arise during the construction and operation phases. Cost
reduction results range from 1.8% to 14.8%, representing significant savings in these types
of projects.

In addition to the economic saving obtained, a possible working methodology is pro-
vided that, for the design of pressure irrigation networks, contributes to the standardization
of criteria and results by eliminating intuitive or arbitrary factors from the design process
and incorporating consensuses based on proven experience. This will help the overall
design of the entire implementation process of a collective pressure irrigation network.

Everything is encompassed in a geographic information system with free licensing, so
its application accessibility is total and can be extrapolated to other areas with different
crops and irrigation technologies.
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